Open House Vote Occurs Tomorrow

(Combined Professional Societies To Hold Balloting In Main Lobby Monday)

A poll will be conducted all day tomorrow in the Main Lobby on the question of advisability of continuing the present system of balloting through the mail and they too may be guided in their decision as to whether the House shall be continued or not.

In the past few years, it has come to the attention of the House that over 90 per cent of all entering students write in the mail to the House to request a ballot for the House. The fact that over 90 per cent of all entering students write in the mail to the House to request a ballot for the House is the reason why the House has decided to continue the present system of balloting through the mail and they too may be guided in their decision as to whether the House shall be continued or not.

Unusual Comedy Plot Chosen As Script For Tech Show Production

Tryouts For Cast And Chorus To Be Held In Walker Wednesday

Rufus P. Isaacs, '36, announced yesterday as the author of the script to be produced for the 1936 production of the Tech Show. They are the students both in West Point and Annapolis. The content of President Compton's speech, which was delivered before the United States Congress in 1935, stressed the importance of technological education and its role in national security. The speech was delivered in the context of the ongoing presidential campaign of 1936, and it highlighted the president's commitment to the development of technological skills in order to maintain the nation's military strength.

Radcliffe Girls Prefer Their Men Tall, Dark, Handsome and Romantic

More than a hundred girls from colleges around Boston and Cambridge participated in answering questionnaires for the Date Bureau held in the Main Building last night. The results of the questionnaire have been tabulated for some time, and the results of the survey have determined quite a few more of the preferences of the students. According to data supplied by the heads of the Date Bureau, it was found that all of the girls preferred men who were tall, dark, and handsome.

Crew, Relay, and Football Taken By Sophs To Defeat Freshmen With 10-5 Score

The content of President Compton's speech, which was delivered before the United States Congress in 1935, stressed the importance of technological education and its role in national security. The speech was delivered in the context of the ongoing presidential campaign of 1936, and it highlighted the president's commitment to the development of technological skills in order to maintain the nation's military strength.

Patent System Is First Subject; To Be Led By January, '36 Prominent Engineer

For the past ten years the Department of Electrical Engineering has offered a series of lectures each year in the manufacture of, operating, and servicing the machines in the electrical engineering field. These lectures are open to students, engineering alums, and other enter students, and the subjects in which the students may be interested are the subjects with the way in which the fundamental sciences are applied to the solution of practical problems. The colloquia is led by engineers of importance in his company. Consequently, the students are given the opportunity to question some of the leaders of present day engineering practice.

Composite Cross-links Are Given By E. E. Dept. During Current Term

For the past ten years the Department of Electrical Engineering has offered a series of lectures each year in the manufacture of, operating, and servicing the machines in the electrical engineering field. These lectures are open to students, engineering alums, and other enter students, and the subjects in which the students may be interested are the subjects with the way in which the fundamental sciences are applied to the solution of practical problems. The colloquia is led by engineers of importance in his company. Consequently, the students are given the opportunity to question some of the leaders of present day engineering practice.

Drive For Funds Begun By C. A. Peace Meeting To Be Held On Friday

General student organization will try to have the basis of the peace conference be held at the Institute this Friday at 11 o'clock. It decided last evening by the Tech Committee for Peace Mobilization. The basis agreed to omit the four planks of the National Committee's program because of President Compton's objection to one of them. Dr. Compton informed the committee that the Institute could not be the basis of the peace conference. The basis which stated that the Institute could not support the government of the United States in war in which it may enter.

Treasurer Says To Defeat Freshmen For First Time

The Sophomores took over the relay race in grand fashion although the freshmen were the lead for the first two laps and a half. Not one of the Sophomores was defeated in the mile course and won with a lead of about five hundred feet. The Sophomores also set a new record for the relay race.

Field Day

Many "Best Sellers" Among Publications

New Communications Theories Communicator Award Form By Dr. Guillen

Compton Will Talk On Nov. 12 In North Hall

The purpose of the survey was to supply the members of the M.I.T. Men's Society with suitable dates at times that they need them. Such information as to name, height, and phone numbers may be requested from George Levy at the Tech news office by students admitted from 9 to 7 on Monday and Thursday nights.

First Touchdown Of Game

The content of President Compton's speech, which was delivered before the United States Congress in 1935, stressed the importance of technological education and its role in national security. The speech was delivered in the context of the ongoing presidential campaign of 1936, and it highlighted the president's commitment to the development of technological skills in order to maintain the nation's military strength.